Topic: The Royals

Summer 2- KS1- Homework Grid
Weekly Activities: Reading daily, phonics homework and spellings, number bonds, one piece from the grid
Record your homework grid piece in this book. Feel free to be creative! Use colours, IT or photographs to present your work.
Maths ActivitiesMoney, money, money! Practise adding up
a selection of coins. Then try to make a
particular
amount
using
different
combinations of coins.
Why not set up a shop
and play with your
parent/s?

Topic
Find out some interesting facts about our
Queen. What are her hobbies? What does
she like to eat? What time does she go to
bed? What other interesting facts can you
find out?

Topic
Try to learn the names of the British monarchs since
Queen Victoria reigned.
Challenge: Can you remember the years or their
reigns?
Mega-challenge: Can you work out how long each one
monarch reigned for?

MyMaths activities, TTRS and hit the button
These will be posted on MyMaths on 10th June
to complete by 17th June. Please could you also
encourage your child to spend some time on
TTRS to consolidate their tables
knowledge and hit the button to
reinforce number bonds and
tables facts.

Family Activity
The Queen is known to enjoy a games of
charades.
Play charades with your family.

Writing
Imagine you are a King or Queen. Write a list of laws
that you would expect your subjects to follow.

Wear a wild Crown

Get Creative
Make a model of a castle. This could be
made from cereal boxes and kitchen roll
tubes, or lego, or on minecraft – get
creative and try to print off (or email) a
photo to show me.

Art
This is the Queen’s coach. Have a go at drawing it.
Make sure you look
very, very carefully
at it and include as
much detail as you
can. You could
search for a bigger
picture of it online.

https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/lists/top50-things-to-do-in-spring
(Taken from 50 things to do before you're
11¾ National Trust).

